making your dream kitchen a reality

about us

A house needs a few essentials to be considered a home, little more important than a place to eat. With their high quality kitchen materials, Pro Form
Tops have been making the heart of the home in Cairns for over 26 years. It’s the hub of the house, the place you always end up in at parties. It’s the place
where stories get told, tears get shed, laughter is abundant and families come together. It’s the place where school artwork is displayed, sticky fingers get
washed, midnight snacks are eaten and wine connoisseurs created.
Bringing kitchens to life is one of the great joys this long-standing local business has been able to provide. For over 26 years, Pro Form Tops has been
servicing North Queensland with the manufacturing of premium board products and flat packs for various applications including kitchens, bathrooms,
laundries and wardrobes. With an enviable reputation for providing the finest quality products that have both style and durability, Pro Form Tops supplies
quality board products to cabinetmakers and tradespersons, as well as the growing number of DIY renovators.
Pro Form Tops started in a small industrial shed in Buchan Street in the early 1990s and now with over 30 employees, the business has grown to
incorporate four arms, all interlinked in the manufacturing of building materials: Pro Form Tops (manufacturers of post form benchtops and cut to size
cabinet components); Laminates North (suppliers of Formica Laminate and board, whiteboard, plywood, and decorative board including Stylelite, a high
gloss acrylic surface for door); NQ Acrylic and Stone (manufacturing and installation of stone bench tops) and Cabinet Code Hardware (suppliers of all
kitchen cabinetry hardware).
www.proformtops.com.au
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Industrial Features

ADJECTIVE
1. relating to or characterised by industry:
synonyms: manufacturing . factory . commercial . business . trade
2. very great in extent or amount:
Industrial style is a trend that replicates the unfinished feel of warehouse through raw materials
and salvaged objects.
Large, open spaces have sharp lines, utilitarian surfaces, and a dynamic interplay between pure
form and function.
This is a look that hearkens back to the turn-of-the-century industrial era.

stainless steel sinks

It emphasises liberal use of exposed steel with distressed wooden elements, frequently
complemented by exposed brick walls. The modern variant commonly includes copper-tone
accents.
In terms of general feel, industrial decor is often rustic and mature.
free standing stove

tapware

hidden inner drawer
plus 2 large under
bench drawers

Industrial Kitchen Layout

tall above bench
unit with adjustable
shelving

under sink
drawer

under sink drawers

spacious
pot drawers

cutlery drawer

www.proformtops.com.au

under bench shadow lines

in dus trial

1.

3.

5.

6 industrial

ESSA STONE
Luna Concrete

2.

ESSA STONE
Bitumen

STYLELITE

STYLELITE

Rutile Super Matte

Graphite Gloss

FORMICA

ASPEX

Mocha Firwood

Coastal Oak

CAESAR STONE
Rugged Concrete

4.

SMART STONE
Marengo

FORMICA

STYLELITE

Graphite Velour

Carbon Super Matte

SYNCRON

ASPEX

Ice Cream 04 Jade

Alpine Ash

FORMICA
Smoke Quartstone
Riverwash

6.

NEOLITH
Iron Corten

FORMICA

STYLELITE

Asphalt

Carbon Gloss

FORMICA

STYLELITE

Metro Wood

Fossil

high quality inclusions

adjustable
shelving

New Ideas to Inspire
magnetic door panels
& chalkboards

M

C S

coreymachan
SHEETMETAL
specialisingin:

Textured stainless steel finishes and bullnose bench tops • Shelving and Trolleys
Custom designed and built commercial kitchen equipment • Exhaust canopies
Refrigerated cabinets • Benchwork and sink bar counters • Hot & cold food displays
Bahn Maries • General sheet metal work • Stainless steel and aluminium welding
XXXXX textured stainless steel finishes • Stainless steel handrails and wires
large range of benchtops

0477 300 271

coreymachan@gmail.com

scan di navian
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Scandinavian Features

ADJECTIVE
Relating to Scandinavia, its people, or their languages. An off-shoot of the mid-century
modern movement, Scandinavian design introduced a popular minimalist look to the interior
architecture field that lasts to this day.
Featuring gentle contours, playful accent colours, and a balance of engineered and organic
materials, Scandinavian is simple, contemporary and functional. Many Scandinavian designs employ
Bauhaus principles and is characterised by fluid lines, focus on object proportions and populist
appeal. A great majority of Scandinavian interiors use white with grey tones as the foundation

bifold door system
2 door with shelving

2 door with shelving

2 door broom closet

pantry drawers
tall open
shelving

spacious
pot drawers

tall open
shelving
with 3 by
drawers

Scandinavian Kitchen Layout

corner cupboards

large bifold
doors to
butler pantry
tall open
shelving

www.proformtops.com.au

touch to open drawers

scan di navian

1.

3.

5.

10 scandinavian

FORMICA
Snow Elm Velour

2.

ESSASTONE
Bisque Cloud Gloss

FORMICA

FORMICA

Snowdrift Velour

Warm White Gloss

FORMICA

FORMICA

Indian Sage Velour

Mocha Firwood Velour

CAESARSTONE
Atlantic Salt

4.

adjustable shelving
ESSASTONE
Calcite Gloss

STYLELITE

FORMICA

Ash Gloss

Seal Grey Velour

ASPEX

ASPEX

Alpine Ash

Coastal Oak

FORMICA
Travertine Etchings

6.

FORMICA
Idyllic Velour

FORMICA

FORMICA

Nordic Birch Velour

Warm White Velour

FORMICA

FORMICA

Malibu Gloss

Char Blue Velour

Enjoy

large range
of benchtops

easy organisation
and clean spaces

con tem por ary
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Contemporary Features

ADJECTIVE
1. living or occurring at the same time:
“the event was recorded by a contemporary historian”
dating from the same time:
“this series of paintings is contemporary with other works in an early style”
2. belonging to or occurring in the present:
synonyms: modern, present-day, present, current, present-time, novel, fresh, original
3. existing or occurring at the present time
Contemporary design is ever changing. It is of the moment. Contemporary design
is a living breathing entity.

wide range of sinks

Contemporary by definition means “existing, occurring or living at the same time; belonging to the
same time.” And that is exactly the same for the use of the term in interior design. Contemporary
design refers to what is popular or used right now.

butlers pantry

second
sink
open shelving

overhead cupboards

2 drawer
wall oven
tower

pantry

Contemporary Kitchen Layout
4 drawer unit
cutlery

appliance range

3 drawer unit
(1 sml, 2 lge)

dishwasher space

under sink drawer

create a cellar

con tem por ary

1.

NEOLITH
Estatuario
Silk Finish

2.

Frozen Terra

STYLELITE

SYNCRON

Ash

Taglio 801

FORMICA

STYLELITE

Matt Black
Magnetic Laminate

Champagne

3.

CAESARSTONE

ESSASTONE
Fino Venato

4.

SENSA
Moak Black
Natural Stone

sleek lines

5.

STYLELITE

ASPEX

Brilliant Pearl

Coastal Oak

STYLELITE

STYLELITE

Graphite Velvet

Silver

FORMICA
Metropolitan
Concrete Velour

STYLELITE
Carbon
Supermatte

6.

FORMICA
Ash Woodline

FORMICA
Gentle Beige

FORMICA

FORMICA

Mocha Firwood
Velour

Iron Ore
Velour

high quality inclusions
14 contemporary

Design

unique spaces
for your lifestyle

large range of
benchtops

StyleLite®

Available in three finishes - Ultra High Gloss, Metallic and Matte.
All finishes oﬀer a smooth, flawless surface with an unsurpassed depth of colour.
StyleLite® is the perfect material to create luxury kitchen and bathroom storage,
bespoke furniture, and feature panels.
40 Machinery St, Darra, Brisbane
Queensland 4076, Australia
www.stylelite.net

DECOR

info@stylelite.net
1800 347 347

orient al
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Oriental Features

ADJECTIVE
1. of, from, or characteristic of Asia, especially east Asia; “oriental countries”
synonyms: eastern - Chinese - Japanese
Asian design reflects traditions and cultural nuances that have existed for millennia. The beauty of the
natural world is one of the crucial common threads that ties together specific design customs from
the far flung regions of Asia, as is a sense of elegance and integrity. Although the style has an exotic
edge, it feels restful and approachable.
Tranquility and balance are two hallmarks of Asian style and inform every aspect of a home, from the
architectural envelope to the smallest accents. Interiors offer clean, open spaces instead of clutter.
Nothing is random – the placement of each object, the choice of every colour and the orientation of
the rooms are carefully thought out to create a harmonious whole.

various hinge options

A mix of neutrals, metallic and brights. Colours pulled from the earth, water and sky anchor the Asian
palette. Think light and airy instead of heavy and dark: tan, khaki and beige; pale greens and greys;
oranges and yellows. If you crave more drama, punctuate the colour scheme with shots of shimmering
gold and bronze, dashes of black, or a few notes of rich red – one of Asian culture’s signature colours.

flap door
overhead
no shelf

flap door
overhead
no shelf

flap door
overhead
no shelf

2 door
corner unit
2 door sink unit
no shelf

2 drawer
cutlery unit

Oriental Kitchen Layout
under
bench
oven

dish drain insert & chopping board options

1 door (blind
partial) unit
no shelf

corner cupboard storage option A
2 door unit
fixed shelf

2 drawer unit
1 small 1 large

www.proformtops.com.au

corner cupboard storage option B

orient al

1.

SMART STONE
Absolute Blanc

2.

FORMICA

Coastal Oak

FORMICA

STYLELITE

Mocha Velour

Rutile Super Matte

FORMICA
Venetian Gold Velour

4.

FORMICA

Fino Venato Gloss

Cherry Velour

FORMICA

STYLELITE

Graphite Velour

Carbon Super Matte

FORMICA
Flinders Black
AR Plus

FORMICA
Brushed Nickel
Velour

FORMICA
New Burgundy
AR Plus

18 oriental

ESSASTONE

FORMICA

Tasmanian Ash
Velour

5.

Quarry Igneous

ASPEX

Manitoba Figured
Velour

3.

ESSASTONE

6.

high quality inclusions
FORMICA
Café Crema AR Plus

FORMICA
Velveteen AR Plus

FORMICA
Energise Velour

overhead hinge

large range
of benchtops

Create

culinary
masterpieces

outdoor living

The outdoor kitchen is a perfect addition to our tropical homes
and a fabulous way to enjoy the outdoors with family and
friends. From the humble backyard BBQ to a teppanyaki bar on
your patio, it’s completely up to you and your lifestyle with this
space. No more running back upstairs for the tongs or racing
inside for a lid to keep the flies at bay, you have thought of
everything and now it is neatly stored right where you need it, in
your outdoor kitchen. Options for storage, design and additions
like a wet bar, are endless. Whether you want to blend with your
natural surrounds or make a statement there are just as many
options for the outside as there are for the inside!
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natural

Outdoor Living Features

stone
FEATURING

1.

4.

UV stable multi-purpose board

under mount sink

lustrolite splashback

porcelain tile tops

NATURAL
GRANITE
Glacial Blue

2.

NATURAL
GRANITE
Colonial White

STYLEX

STYLEX

Wool

Storm

NEOLITH
Krater

STYLEX
Stone

5.

ESSASTONE
Ecru Concrete

3.

NEOLITH
Zaha Stone
in silk

STYLEX
Aspen Wood

6.

CAESARSTONE
Urban

STYLEX

STYLEX

Stippled Bark

Oxide

www.proformtops.com.au

MARBLE
TRAVERTINE
LIMESTONE
& GRANITE

Available now at CDK Stone

bathrooms
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Bathroom Features

BATHROOMS
No longer the smallest room in the house! The bathroom is
now a place where we spend a lot of the morning preparing
ourselves for the day ahead and a space to relax and scrub
away that day in the office. The ensuite has become the
larger bathroom in the house, usually with a double vanity
and two shower heads for couples and don’t forget the
bathtub to soak in those bubbles while enjoying a glass of
the same. Colour choices are no longer stark white tiles and
vanities. Softness is added with timber textures, stone tops,
stylish fixtures and colour!

drop in basin

top mount basin

1.

FORMICA
Hotham Oak

2.

Entzo Natural

STYLELITE
Ash Velvet

3.

5.

SMARTSTONE
Azul
Macaubus

ESSASTONE
Botticino

FORMICA

Mocha
Firwood gloss

Dawn Grey

DEKTON

Warm White
gloss

FORMICA

FORMICA

4.

FORMICA

Nordic Birch

6.

FORMICA
Tuscan
Marble

FORMICA

FORMICA

Thistle

Brushed Zinc

www.proformtops.com.au

apron front semi-recessed basin

semi drop in basin

bathrooms

LUSTROLITE
The perfect low maintenance product for your kitchen,
bathroom and laundry. Lustrolite replaces the need for time
consuming tiling and is more hygienic as it eliminates the
need for grout.
A fabulous product for shower walls as it is so easy to keep
clean and its non-stick surface will not harbour mould,
bacteria, soap or calcium. Three panel sizes that can be cut
and drilled without the need for specialised tools and has that
painted glass look without the matching price tag, Lustrolite
is perfect for both renovations and new builds.

LUSTROLITE
Titan

LUSTROLITE
Arctic

LUSTROLITE
Glacier

LUSTROLITE
Mocha

lustrolite
rouge

LUSTROLITE
Rouge

LUSTROLITE
Carbon

LUSTROLITE
Blue Atoll

Create

24 bathrooms

your own
sanctuary

SOUTH
PACIFIC
STONE
QLD

wall hung vanities
creating the illusion
of more space in your
bathroom

Is the distributor of engineered and
natural stone located in Cairns, QLD.
Our owner, Trevor Hastie, has over 30
years experience in the stone industry
and only stocks products of high quality.
Currently, we distribute Smartstone.
Smartstone is a product with the natural
beauty of stone and the durability of
quartz, the ultimate choice for stone
kitchen benchtops. Smartstone is sourced
globally to ensure the stones meet high
standards of durability, sustainability and
innovation. Not only will Smartstone make
your kitchen shine, it is the smartest way
to enjoy the prestige of natural benchtops
without the high price tags.
Contact us today to find out more
information or to arrange a viewing in our
warehouse.

0406 538 318
17 Salter Close,
Cairns, Queensland, Australia 4870

www.smartstone.com.au
G @spsqld

wardrobes

WARDROBE
With our busy lives we don’t want to waste time searching through a packed wardrobe for that suit or dress only to find it all
crushed and in desperate need of an iron! Better to have everything organised as we do in the rest of the house, with plenty of
hanging space, shelving and drawers.
We have a range of commodity colours to create the wardrobe that best ‘suits’ (pun intended) your needs at an affordable price.
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Wardrobe Features

shoe rack

Cabinet Code Hardware supplies an expansive range of cabinetry specific hardware to
both tradesman and the public.
A wealth of knowledge about the range and its uses comes from generations in
the cabinet making industry and staying up to date with the latest innovations and
technologies.

THE NEW BLACK IS BLACK

ample shelving

art

blaze 2

cubico

fall

practical storage

super wide drawers

www.proformtops.com.au

wardrobes

LED strip lighting

FORMICA

FORMICA

FORMICA

FORMICA

FORMICA

Snowdrift
Velour

Gentle Beige
Velour

Mist Grey
Velour

Graphite
Velour

Silver Strata
Velour

FORMICA

FORMICA

FORMICA

FORMICA

FORMICA

Idyllic
Velour

Cinnamon Ash
Velour

Fini Chocolate
Velour

Mocha Strand
Velour

Snowdrift
Gloss

FORMICA

FORMICA

FORMICA

FORMICA

FORMICA

Gentle Beige
Gloss

Mist Grey
Gloss

Streetlight
Gloss

Silver Strata
Gloss

Idyllic
Gloss

Wardrobes Don’t Have to be White
Come into out showroom to see the full range of colours to give
your wardrobe something special at an affordable price.

large range
of finishes

28 wardrobes

Design

functional spaces
for your lifestyle

INFORMATION
Visit formica.com.au for colour and design tips, technical information, care, maintenance and more.
ENQUIRIES
Call 132 136.
SAMPLES
Visit formica.com.au or call 1800 002 204.

formica.com.au

laundry

LAUNDRY
The modern Laundry is equipped with loads of storage space and holds all you need to complete this chore. So
many options for hanging shirts, folding sheets, hiding away the ironing board and laundry baskets. Colour choices
are also important here as most laundries are in the house now, not out in the backyard or in the garage.
We can supply all your cut to size requirements and storage items such as the fold away ironing board or hamper
drawer, hanging rail for the freshly ironed clothing or the adjustable shelving for all those magical liquids and stain
removers.
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Laundry Features
For more design ideas, information and for your nearest showroom,
visit us online: www.caesarstone.com.au or call us on 1300 119 119

in bench laundry tub

fold away ironing boards

pull out laundry basket

hanging rail & open shelf

office / reception
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RECEPTION
The first impression people receive when attending your
workplace is usually the reception counter and as we all
know the first impression is very important.
A style that reflects what you do and the standard you
uphold is completely achievable with our vast range of
products and their applications.

www.proformtops.com.au

plan your project

MEASURING YOUR SPACE

2

So now that you’re inspired after looking through
our latest kitchen designs, it’s time to start planning
your own space. The first step is understanding the
space you have to work with, so you know how
much you can fit in.

2

2

Start by measuring your kitchen accurately,
remembering to measure and mark:
1. The height of the room from the floor to the
ceiling/bulkhead.

6

1

2. The length and width of the room wall to
wall and/or wall to doorways (measure to the
outside of the architrave).

3
3

3. The height from the floor to any windows to
ensure that cabinets and benchtops fit.
4. The location of any old or new light switches
or power points.

5

4

5. The location of existing service points such as
plumbing and electricity or any new points.
6. Any other permanent fixtures such as
balustrades or pillars.

PICK A LAYOUT
Once you know how much space you have to work
with, you then need to choose your layout. It may
be based on the kitchen you’re replacing or it may
be a totally new design. Just remember to leave
enough space in between benchtops to allow for
opening cabinet doors and traffic in the kitchen.
Wherever possible, try to incorporate the working
triangle.

34

working triangle: This is the distance between
your cooktop, fridge and sink. The most effective
work spaces allow 1200mm between each of these
stations to minimise movement in the kitchen.

for
large
spaces

U SHAPE
perfect
for
families

L SHAPE
for open
plan or
small
spaces

L SHAPE
+
ISLAND

top planning tips
DON’T

DO
•

Think about what you like/dislike
in your current kitchen.

•
2

•
•

•

6

•

•

Think about what your kitchen
will be used for (e.g. cooking and
food preparation or entertaining).

Position cooking appliances
under windows or near inward
opening doors (especially gas
units).

•

Consider how many people will
be utilising the kitchen.

Place your fridge and cooking
appliances next to one another.

•

For traffic areas and island
benchtops we recommend you
allow 1200mm from the benchtop
on the island to the opposite
cabinet/appliance.

Attempt to undertake electrical
or plumbing work yourself—all
electrical and plumbing work
must be carried out by a licensed
electrician or plumber.

•

Ensure the location of the sink
bowl is centred over a suitable
size cabinet.

Position your rangehood any
closer than 650mm from the top
of your hob stove.

•

Forget to leave a minimum of
300mm clearance on either side
of your cooktop to any pantries
or panels.

Consult your manufacturer ’s
specifications for appliances prior
to installing your kitchen.

07 4035 4286

8 Redden Street, Cairns QLD 4870

for
small or
narrow
spaces

STRAIGHT
LINE

GALLEY

minimal
walking
distances

07 4035 4286

8 Redden Street, Cairns QLD 4870

